WINE LIST
WHITE
125ml
Glass

175ml
Glass

Bottle

CHARDONNAY, L’AUTANTIQUE (V)

£3.85

£5.25

£19.95

PINOT GRIGIO, COLPO DI FORTUNA (V)

£4.00

£5.55

£20.95

CHENIN BLANC, KHOIKHOI

£4.30

£5.80

£21.95

SAUVIGNON BLANC, KOROMIKO

£4.65

£6.40

£21.95

LANGUEDOC, FRANCE - Intense aromas of ripe peach, pineapple and
pear are complemented by crisp citrus notes of grapefruit on the finish.
VENETO, ITALY - Subtle aromas of freshly cut lime and apple. The palate
is crisp and refreshing and reveals flavours of pear, fresh lime and lemon grass.
WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA - Lively and fresh with papaya and
mango and a lovely hint of honey on the finish.
MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND - Aromas of lemon blossom, lime
and a touch of guava. On the palate there are gooseberry, apple and ripe
citrus notes with a gentle spice.

PICPOUL DE PINET, DOMAINE DE BELLE MARE

£26.95

ALBARIÑO, MAR DE ENVERO

£29.95

CHABLIS, HÉLÈNE PERROT (V)

£35.95

SANCERRE BLANC, DOMAINE SERGE LALOUE (V)

£45.00

MEURSAULT, DOMAINE HENRI DELAGRANGE (V)

£65.00

LANGUEDOC, FRANCE - Refreshing and bone-dry with a mineral and
grapefruit tang and hint of white pepper.
RÍAS BAIXAS, SPAIN - Wide range of aromatic nuances ranging from
stone fruit passing through green apple to a fresh touch of citrus.
BURGUNDY, FRANCE - Ripe pineapple aromas and a well-structured
palate with beautiful balance and lovely citrus flavours.
LOIRE VALLEY, FRANCE - Dry and flinty with delicate floral and nettle
aromas. The palate is fresh with hints of apple, quince and citrus.
BURGUNDY, FRANCE - Aromas of lime blossom, acacia, apple and baking
spices, rich and ripe with a lengthy finish.

RED
125ml
Glass

175ml
Glass

Bottle

MERLOT, CHEVAL IMPERIAL (V)

£3.85

£5.25

£19.95

PINOT NOIR, PAPARUDA (V)

£4.00

£5.55

£20.95

SHIRAZ, DARLING RIVER (V)

£4.30

£5.80

£21.95

MALBEC, EL SUPREMO

£4.50

£6.20

£23.95

LANGUEDOC, FRANCE - A lush yet soft wine with ripe juicy plums
and sweet damson notes.
REÇAS, ROMANIA - A delightful medium style Pinot Noir with warm
red fruits and a lovely earthy finish.
SOUTH EAST AUSTRALIA - Bursting with intense raspberry fruit,
spice, pepper and soft tannins.

MENDOZA, ARGENTINA - Deliciously fruity with notes of blackberry,
plum, and black cherry. Soft and supple tannins and a long, full finish.

RIOJA TINTO, CORCUETOS

£25.95

PINOTAGE, SIMONSIG ESTATE (V)

£29.00

PINOT NOIR, HAUTES-CÔTES DE BEAUNES (V)
DOMAINE HENRI DELAGRANGE

£38.00

BARBARESCO, GIRIBALDI

£55.00

DULUC DU BRANAIRE-DUCRU, SAINT-JULIEN

£65.00

RIOJA, SPAIN - Beautiful ruby red colour, young, brisk and fruity on the
nose. On the palate there are red fruits and a little vanilla from the oak barrels.
STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA - Dark Persian Red. Youthful sweet
notes of raspberry and red berries.

BURGUNDY, FRANCE - Aromas of morello cherry, raspberry, crushed
strawberry, and violet that will charm you with its spontaneity. Rich with round
and silky tannins.
PIEDMONT, ITALY - Notes of wild roses, raspberries and cinnamon; a dry
balanced finish with scents of Vanilla, leather and tobacco.
BORDEAUX, FRANCE - Blackberries, cassis, thyme, tobacco and cedar notes help
define the nose. On the palate as the wine lingers, elements of juicy,
blackberries provide a melange of silky textured fruits in the finish.

CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING

200ml
Bottle

BOTTER PROSECCO SPUMANTE (V)

£7.95

VENETO, ITALY - Ripe apple and peach flavours with a refreshing finish.

Half
Bottle

Bottle
£26.50

MICHEL FORGET BRUT PREMIER CRU (V)

£39.00

CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE - Refreshing fruit forward cuvée on the palate
with a simple elegance derived from harmonised, citrus notes.

LAURENT-PERRIER LA CUVÉE BRUT (V)

£33.95

CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE - Pale gold with a steady stream of fine bubbles.
The nose has delicate aromas of citrus fruits, underpinned by hints of white
flowers.

LAURENT-PERRIER CUVÉE ROSÉ (V)

£59.95

£79.95

CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE - Precise and crisp with a lasting impression of freshness,
hints of strawberries, redcurrants, raspberries and black cherries.

ROSE

125ml
Glass

175ml
Glass

Bottle

PINOT GRIGIO ROSATO, COLPO DI FORTUNA (V)

£4.30

£5.80

£21.95

VENETO, ITALY - A bowl of bright red apples and layers of redcurrant and
a hint of cranberry.

PROVENCE ROSÉ, CHÂTEAU DE L’ESCARELLE (V)

COTEAUX VAROIS PROVENCE, FRANCE - The perfect Provence rose.
Pale pink with notes of peach and strawberry.

£26.95

